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One promise of synthetic biology is the creation of genetic circuitry
that enables the execution of logical programming in living cells.
Such ‘wet programming’ is positioned to transform a wide and diverse
swathe of biotechnology ranging from therapeutics and diagnostics
to water treatment strategies. Although progress in the development
of a library of genetic modules continues apace1–4, a major challenge
for their integration into larger circuits is the generation of suffi-
ciently fast and precise communication between modules5,6. An attrac-
tive approach is to integrate engineered circuits with host processes
that facilitate robust cellular signalling7. In this context, recent studies
have demonstrated that bacterial protein degradation can trigger a
precise response to stress by overloading a limited supply of intra-
cellular proteases8–10. Here we use protease competition to engineer
rapid and tunable coupling of genetic circuits across multiple spatial
and temporal scales. We characterize coupling delay times that are
more than an order of magnitude faster than standard transcription-
factor-based coupling methods (less than 1 min compared with 20–
40 min) and demonstrate tunability through manipulation of the
linker between the protein and its degradation tag. We use this mech-
anism as a platform to couple genetic clocks at the intracellular and
colony level, then synchronize the multi-colony dynamics to reduce
variability in both clocks. We show how the coupled clock network
can be used to encode independent environmental inputs into a
single time series output, thus enabling frequency multiplexing (infor-
mation transmitted on a common channel by distinct frequencies)
in a genetic circuit context. Our results establish a general framework
for the rapid and tunable coupling of genetic circuits through the use
of native ‘queueing’ processes such as competitive protein degradation.

To engineer rapid coupling between synthetic genetic modules, we
developed a post-translational coupling platform that operates via shared
degradation by the ClpXP protease (Fig. 1a). In this scheme, all LAA-
tagged components11 are dynamically linked through competition for a
limited number of proteases10,12, such that tagged modules remain tightly
aligned (1 6 1 min (6 s.e.m.), GFP–CFP (green fluorescent protein–
cyan fluorescent protein) experimental trajectory pairs in Fig. 1a) des-
pite significant induction delay (31 6 5 min, time elapsed from addition
of inducer to GFP appearance in Fig. 1a). This coupling method produces
delays that are more than an order of magnitude faster than standard
transcription-factor-based coupling methods (,20–40 min)13,14. To illus-
trate directly the response time that can be achieved by coordinating
module output via modulating ClpXP activity, we show that low levels
(90 mM) of externally provided H2O2 ‘inducer’ rapidly (,2 min, our
experimental time-step) and reversibly modulates the concentration
of constitutively expressed GFP in a ClpXP-dependent manner (Fig. 1b).
Here, H2O2 reduces the native substrate load on ClpXP by obstruct-
ing RssB, the adaptor protein that targets the alternative sigma factor
RpoS for degradation by ClpXP8,9,15. As RpoS is continuously produced
and degraded by ClpXP, inactivating its rate-limiting adaptor protein
results in an instantaneous increase in the effective ClpXP degradation
rate for LAA-tagged proteins16.

We systematically explored the coupling mechanism by driving a
constitutive module with a quorum-sensing clock (Fig. 1c). As the pace-
maker, the quorum clock generates density-dependent synchronous
oscillations at the colony level via acyl-homoserine lactone (AHL), a
small molecule capable of synchronizing cellular behaviour across
distances up to 100 mm17. Using microfluidic devices18 we observed the
colony-level expression of the constitutive module, and found that oscil-
lating expression was synchronized to the quorum clock (Fig. 1c, top
right). We then constructed a library of degradation tags by adding a
series of variable-length spacer regions between the downstream pro-
tein and its degradation tag. Spacer regions contained between one and
five copies of the amino acid sequence ‘Thr-Ser’ (TS) and their effects
on offset time compared to that of a previously published alternative
degradation tag (Extended Data Fig. 1b–f). Although all spacer sequences
produced synchronous activation dynamics, the degradation dynamics
of the downstream module were offset depending on the length of the
linker sequence, where longer linkers produced greater GFP–CFP off-
set time (Fig. 1c, bottom). Thus, our ClpXP coupling platform rapidly
links genetic modules through shared degradation and permits tuning
the strength and timing of coupling by changing the degradation kinet-
ics of individual modules.

To engineer coupling between genetic modules capable of generat-
ing their own dynamics, we designed a circuit containing the quorum
clock and a variant of a previously described intracellular clock (Fig. 2a)19.
This intracellular clock variant based on the Plac/ara-1 promoter retains the
fast dynamics and simple genetic architecture of the published version
that uses the PLlacO-1 promoter, yet its period is tunable by both iso-
propyl-b-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) and arabinose in the pre-
sence of chromosomal araC. We first used small microfluidic devices
(100 cells) and observed fast and asynchronous intracellular clock oscil-
lations without quorum clock contribution, as the quorum clock requires
a critical colony size to function (Supplementary Video 1). In larger
devices (5,000 cells), we observed a transition from asynchronous oscil-
lations to identical intracellular and quorum clock oscillations as the
population grew larger (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Video 2). In the case
of the larger population, the substrate load on ClpXP during the quo-
rum clock pulse is sufficient to shift the intracellular clock out of its
oscillatory regime, enabling complete linkage between the two clocks
despite their vastly different spatial and temporal scales. Thus, despite
lacking a mode of cell–cell communication itself, the intracellular clock
is effectively synchronized at the colony level through ClpXP-mediated
coupling with the quorum clock.

We found that changing the intracellular clock period of individual
cells indirectly tuned the quorum clock period, as IPTG values associ-
ated with longer intracellular clock periods inversely produced shorter
quorum clock periods (Fig. 2c). We developed a computational model
of the oscillator network involving a form of load-mediated pulse frequen-
cy modulation to explain this effect (Fig. 2d–f). Between coupled pulses,
the intracellular clock accelerates the quorum pulse onset through load-
mediated decreases in the degradation rate of LuxI, since larger intracellular
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Figure 1 | A rapid post-translational coupling
platform based on shared degradation.
a, We measured the delays associated with
module-module coordination by ClpXP
degradation (1 6 1 min (6 s.e.m.), represented by
purple arrow) and input–output response through
transcription and translation (31 6 5 min) in a
single experiment by inducing (red arrow) the lux
promoter and tracking the response of superfolder
GFP (sfGFP)-LAA (lux promoter, black arrow)
and CFP-LAA (Plac/ara-1 promoter, black arrow) in
single cells (right panel, 55 gray cell trajectory pairs
with 3 representative pairs highlighted). b, Rapid
(,2 min, our experimental time-step) induction of
protein degradation by externally provided H2O2

produces reversible changes in ClpXP load in
response to obstruction of RssB8,9,15. c, To use
post-translational coupling to drive downstream
modules, we linked a quorum clock to a
constitutively expressed fluorescent protein via the
addition of identical LAA tags. With identical
degradation tags, the constitutive module couples
tightly to the quorum pacemaker. The addition of
a variable-length linker (Thr-Ser (TS) repeats)
before the degradation tag phase-shifts the
degradation dynamics, where longer linkers
produced longer delays. Error bars indicate s.d. of
offset time, centred at the mean (50–200 cells for
each TS-linker length). a.u., arbitrary units.
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Figure 2 | Post-translationally linked genetic clocks at multiple scales.
a, The network is composed of coupled intracellular19 and quorum clocks17. The
intracellular clock oscillates as a result of delayed negative feedback on its own
promoter and its period is tunable by IPTG and arabinose. Quorum clock
oscillations are tunable by media flow rate and are synchronized via AHL at the
colony level. b, The coupled intracellular quorum clock system oscillates
asynchronously in small populations and transitions to synchronized
oscillations in larger populations once the quorum clock fires. Despite lacking a
mode of cell–cell communication itself, the coefficient of variation (CV) of the
intracellular clock drops markedly through host-linked coupling with the
quorum clock (bottom, data from 28 single-cell traces). c, IPTG reduces the
intracellular clock period in small cell populations without the quorum clock
(blue) and increases the coupled period in larger populations with the quorum

clock (red). Each data point taken from 10–30 oscillatory peaks. Error bars
indicate s.e.m. of the period, centred at the mean. d, In our computational
model, load-mediated coupling allows the intracellular clock to modulate the
quorum clock period via degradation coupling at ClpXP, since the intracellular
clock continues oscillating between coupled pulses and accelerates the pulse
onset. e, This adaptive form of pulse frequency modulation ensures that the
pulse dynamics remain unchanged while the inter-pulse duration is adjusted
(left, model; right, experimental; 6–9 oscillatory peaks). Inset shows the earlier
onset of the coupled pulse due to the intracellular clock. Error bars indicate
s.e.m. of relative quorum clock period. f, This mechanism also makes the
coupled system more robust by enabling oscillation at higher media flow rates.
NFB, negative-feedback oscillator; QS, quorum-sensing oscillator.
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clock load produces higher levels of the AHL-synthase (Fig. 2e, left, and
Extended Data Fig. 2a–e). During the coupled pulse, contributions of
the intracellular clock leave the duration of the pulse itself unchanged
(Fig. 2e, left (model) and right (experimental)). Linking the intracel-
lular and quorum clocks through degradation also yielded an expan-
sion in the oscillatory regime for the coupled system with respect to
flow rate compared to the quorum clock alone (Fig. 2f). In this way, the
intracellular clock continually excites the quorum clock to fire, enabl-
ing more robust function at higher external flow rates (Extended Data
Fig. 3a–c).

With a platform for rapidly coupling genetic clocks at multiple scales,
we sought to engineer a system capable of frequency-encoding infor-
mation from both clocks into the multispectral time series of a single
reporter (Fig. 3a). Here, the measured output of the intracellular clock
reporter contains contributions from its own fast intracellular clock
dynamics between slow quorum clock bursts (Supplementary Video 3).
As the range of natural periods for the faster Plac/ara-1 intracellular clock
is fully separated from the slower quorum clock17,19, both IPTG and
arabinose and flow rate inputs can be encoded into frequency-modulated
oscillations in the time domain and independently extracted by Fourier
transform. Thus, the measurement of a single clock history reveals the
activities both underlying clock networks.

We began by characterizing the frequency response curves for both
the intracellular and quorum clocks in isolation, finding ranges of 7–25
min and 55–95 min, respectively, when sweeping IPTG and arabinose,
and flow rate inputs (Fig. 3b, top (intracellular clock in araC1 strain)
and bottom (quorum clock, original study data)17). We then measured
trajectories taken from the coupled clock system and extracted the fre-
quency components of both clocks by Fourier transform20 (Fig. 3c and
Methods Summary). In sweeping IPTG and arabinose inducers, we

found the frequency response of the intracellular clock contribution to
the multispectral reporter to be unchanged by the inclusion of the quo-
rum clock since the intracellular frequency response to IPTG and arab-
inose was equivalent to the isolated clock (Fig. 3d, top (coupled), and
Fig. 3b, top (isolated)). We then swept flow rates at three fixed inducer
levels, and found distinct response curves for the quorum clock con-
tribution to the multispectral reporter shifted in accordance with our
model for ClpXP-mediated frequency modulation by the intracellular
clock (Fig. 3d, bottom). Thus, to decode a given pair of IPTG and arabi-
nose, and flow rate inputs, we first recover the intracellular clock frequency
as a measure of IPTG and arabinose and then use the corresponding
quorum clock response curve to measure flow rate.

To extend rapid coupling to greater spatial scales, we added a genetic
H2O2 signalling21 cassette to the network and observed synchronization
at the multi-colony level (Fig. 4a and Supplementary Video 4). In con-
ducting these experiments, we also observed H2O2-mediated interaction
between the native stress response network and our synthetic circuit at
ClpXP (Fig. 4b). In the original design, H2O2 synchronized quorum
clock oscillations by transcriptional upregulation of the lux promoter
via the aerobic response control system ArcAB21. In addition to transcrip-
tional increase (Fig. 4c, top), we found an increase in the apparent degra-
dation rate with H2O2 (Fig. 4c, bottom, and Extended Data Fig. 4a, b),
consistent with increased ClpXP activity in response to externally provided
H2O2. The coupled increases in transcriptional output and effective ClpXP
degradation rate in response to H2O2 also tightens the period distribu-
tion at the multi-colony level by mitigating the effects of period varia-
tion in an individual colony (Fig. 4c, top, and Extended Data Fig. 4c, d).

Engineering synthetic circuits composed of interacting modules is an
ongoing effort1–6 that has generally relied on transcription and translation,
with less attention paid to post-translational coupling mechanisms22.
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the mean.
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Protease competition offers the advantages of rapid response, modu-
larity with distinct recognition sequences, and simultaneous control over
multiple circuits with protease adapters23,24. More generally, in natural
biological networks, competition for cellular resources (for example,
metabolites, enzymes, transcription factors, binding sites) produces non-
linear coupling effects that serve to reduce noise, increase sensitivity to
input concentrations, and discriminate between multiple inputs12,25–28.
We envision that coordinating engineered circuits via built-in cellular
processes—what we term ‘host-linked’ coupling—has the potential to
produce more sophisticated circuits by facilitating robust signalling
between synthetic modules.

METHODS SUMMARY
Strains and plasmids. The oscillator plasmids were constructed by modifying and
combining published constructs17,19,21 by PCR reactions and all circuit components
except luxR were tagged by PCR with a carboxy-terminal ssrA tag (AANDENYA
LAA)11 for fast degradation. We placed the activator and reporting elements (LuxI,
CFP, and YFP) on one vector (IRAP2, Kan and ColE1) and the repressing elements
(AiiA and LacI) on a second vector (IRAP3, Amp and p15A). The Thr-Ser (TS) con-
structs were constructed by adding various TS repeat inserts between the CFP and
the LAA tag. For example, for two TS, the amino acid sequence ‘TSTS’ was inserted
immediately before the degradation tag ‘AANDENYALAA’. The AAV construct
was constructed by replacing the ‘LAA’ portion of the degradation tag with ‘AAV’.
Microfluidics and microscopy. Image acquisition was performed on a Nikon TI
and images were acquired using a Photometrics CoolSnap cooled CCD camera or
Photometrics QuantEM EMCCD camera, both controlled by Nikon Elements soft-
ware. The cells were imaged inside a microfluidic device with the ability to mix or
switch between two different media sources. On the day of the experiment, 50 ml of
an overnight culture was diluted in 50 ml of lysogeny broth (Difco) and antibiotics.
When cells reached a D600 nm of 0.1, cells were spun down and resuspended in 5 ml
of fresh media and loaded into the device. Three devices were used to study popu-
lations of varying sizes: small colony (100 cells)29, large colony (5,000 cells)17, and
multiple large colonies (500 colonies of 5,000 cells)21.
Data analysis. Single cell and individual trap fluorescent trajectories were obtained
from time-lapse images using our previously developed algorithms21,29 and built-in
MATLAB functions. We identified peaks and troughs from these trajectories and
used these values to calculate periods and amplitudes. To calculate the coupling delay
in Fig. 1a and offset time in Fig. 1c, we measured the difference between the 10% am-
plitude points of trajectory pairs. The induction time was measured from induction
start time to 10% amplitude of the induced module. To extract both frequencies from
time series data, we performed Fourier transformations using the Lomb–Scargle
algorithm. We used two sequential transformations to isolate each component sep-
arately. First, we used a band-pass filter (5–25 min) to extract the fast intracellular clock
component. Then, we filtered out these fast frequencies using a second band-pass
filter (75–150 min) to extract the slower quorum clock component. Finally, we
overlay the two power spectra, preserving the relative amplitude of the peaks.

Online Content AnyadditionalMethods, ExtendedData display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Increasing the length of the TS linker sequence
results in increasing downstream module degradation delay. a, Detailed
breakdown of single fluorescent trajectory analysis. Peaks are identified in red,
troughs in green, upslope 10% points in purple and downslope 10% points
in dark grey. The two period measurements are peak to peak and the time
between two successive 10% upslope points. b, Top, sfGFP does not show
bleed-over into the CFP fluorescence channel. Induction of sfGFP with 10 nM
acyl-homoserine lactone (AHL, dashed line) showed increase in fluorescence of

sfGFP, which was not detected in the CFP channel. Bottom, the use of the
published AAV degradation tag30 shows delay in the downstream module
degradation of 15 min. c, Without the TS linker sequence, there is very little
delay in downstream module degradation. d, Single TS linker sequence results
in 10 min delay. e, Double TS linker sequence results in 16 min delay, similar to
that of AAV degradation sequence. f, 5-TS linker sequence results in 25 min
delay (data shown in c–f were used to generate Fig. 1c).
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Cell–cell communication by AHL reduces
variability in the quorum clock. a, Individual ‘leader’ cells show early
activation of quorum clock proteins relative to the mean population response.
b, In a two-cell simulation, cells 1 and 2 start out unlinked with slightly different
constitutive production of AiiA and LuxI. At t 5 100 min the two cells are
linked through external AHL in the media, showing the cell with slower
dynamics (cell 2) linking up to cell 1 with shorter periods. c, Cells 1 and 2 start
out unlinked with cell 1 including intracellular clock dynamics (green) that

result in higher frequency oscillations in cell 1. When the cells are linked
(t 5 100), the slower cell 2, without the intracellular clock, links on to the faster
cell through external AHL communication between the cells. d, Trajectories of
20 cells (different colour traces) with noisy constitutive production at lux
promoter synchronize when their external AHL pool is mixed at t 5 400 min.
Mean trajectory is shown in black. e, Period variability after cell synching (red)
is lower than in individual cells (blue). QS, quorum-sensing oscillator.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | The intracellular clock increases robustness in the
coupled oscillator system by reducing the period of the quorum clock.
a, Removal of IPTG, which increases intracellular clock strength, leads to more
regular oscillations (experimental). b, The decrease in variability of the
inter-pulse time of the coupled oscillator without IPTG suggests that the
intracellular clock plays an important role in the inter-pulse dynamics
(experimental). c, At very high flow rates, the quorum clock oscillates

irregularly. Tuning up the intracellular clock reduces the quorum clock period,
restoring regular oscillations and allowing for global level synchronization
between colonies due to H2O2 biopixel coupling. Genetic addition of the
intracellular clock (0.1 mM IPTG) helps synchronize the quorum clock at high
flows (430 mm s21). Increasing the strength of the intracellular clock with
removal of IPTG further enhances H2O2 inter-colony synchronization
(experimental, black lines indicate the mean of experimental races).
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Extended Data Figure 4 | H2O2 increases the degradation rate by ClpXP,
and this in combination with transcriptional increase at the lux promoter
decreases variability in the oscillator period. a, There is a significant decrease
in the degradation time due to H2O2 (experimental). b, Decrease in the
degradation time due to H2O2 is due to effective increase in ClpXP degradation
rate (experimental). c, H2O2 activation of lux promoter alone would only

increase the amplitude of quorum clock oscillations. Similarly,
H2O2-dependent increase in ClpXP activity results only in steeper degradation
and longer inter-pulse duration. Combination of the two effects leads to
increase in amplitude and decrease in inter-pulse duration, which matches
experiments (model). d, Individually, the two H2O2 effects do little to lower the
quorum clock period CV, which is reduced when both are present (model).
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of 0.1, cells were spun down and resuspended in 5mL of fresh media and loaded into the device.
Three devices were used to study populations of varying sizes: small colony (100 cells)(5), large
colony (5,000 cells)(2), and multiple large colonies (500 colonies of 5,000 cells(3).

Data Analysis

Single cell and individual trap fluorescent trajectories were obtained from time-lapse images
using our previously developed algorithms (5; 3) and builtin MATLAB® functions. We identi-
fied peaks and troughs from these trajectories and used these values to calculate periods and
amplitudes. To calculate the coupling delay in Figure 1A and offset time in 1C we measured
the difference between the 10% amplitude points of trajectory pairs. The induction time was
measured from induction start time to 10% amplitude of the induced module. To extract both
frequencies from time series data, we performed Fourier transforms using the Lomb-Scargle al-
gorithm. We used two sequential transforms to isolate each component separately. First, we
used a band-pass filter (5 - 25 min) to extract the fast intracellular clock component. Then, we
filtered out these fast frequencies using a second band-pass filter (75 - 150 min) to extract the
slower quorum clock component. Finally, we overlay the 2 power spectra, preserving the relative
amplitude of the peaks.

Additional Experimental Results

Degradation tag experiments

In addition to exploring the effect of variable-length linker (TS repeats) on the phase-shift in
module degradation (Supplementary Fig. 1c-f), we tested a well characterized AAV degradation
tag (6). In Andersen et al, GFP-AAV was shown to have 50% higher half-life than GFP-LAA.
In this study, downstream module (CFP-AAV) showed a delay in degradation relative to the
driver module (GFP-LAA) that was similar to that of the 2 TS-linker sequence (Supplementary
Fig. 1b bottom). Further characterization is required to determine the differences in the mech-
anism of action between variable-length TS linker sequence before the SspB binding region and
the AAV degradation tag. While CFP to GFP bleed-over is more significant than GFP to CFP
bleed-over, the CFP to GFP bleed-over is not relevant to our experiment in Figure 1a, where the
induced protein (GFP) drives the protein level of the coupled protein (CFP). Thus, we performed
an experiment to test the potential for bleeding from sfGFP into CFP fluorescence channel by
activation sfGFP with 10nM AHL in a strain that lacked CFP fluorophore. We saw no change in
CFP fluorescence while sfFGP increased as expected (Supplementary Fig. 1b top).

NFB helps H2O2 synchronize oscillations between colonies

We defined the inter-pulse (wait) time as the time between the 10% downlsope point of one
peak and 10% upsope point of the following peak (Supplementary Fig. 1a).The mean QS inter-
pulse time decreased with addition of IPTG (0.5mM) to the coupled system, while the time of
each pulse stayed constant. In addition, we find that QS trajectories from the coupled oscillator

2

system showed significantly lower variability without IPTG as compared to 0.5mM IPTG (Sup-
plementary Fig. 3a-b). These results suggests that stronger NFB (0mM IPTG) associated with
higher NFB protein production (1) leads to shorter and more robust inter-pulse behavior in the
coupled system. In large biopixel devices, less robust colony-level oscillations prevent H2O2 from
effectively coupling neighboring pixels, resulting in unsynchronized QS oscillations (No NFB in
Supplementary Fig. 3c). NFB reduces inter-pulse duration noise, which allows H2O2 to synchro-
nize QS oscillations in neighboring colonies in biopixel devices (0.1mM IPTG in Supplementary
Fig. 3c). Increasing NFB strength, further

H2O2 increases protein degradation rate

Our analysis of H2O2 synchronized quorum clock trajectories showed decrease in the period
and increase in the amplitude of oscillations (Fig. 4b Top). H2O2 synchronization leads to clear
reduction of the degradation time in these trajectories (Supplementary Fig. 4a). One of the
significant contributors to the decrease in the period is the increase in the activity of ClpXP
targeted proteins, which we quantified as the rate of CFP fluorescence decrease from the peak
time to the 10% downslope time. Supplementary Figure 4b shows a significant increase in the
ClpXP degradation rate (3X) due to H2O2 coupling.
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Model Formulation

QS oscillator

To describe dynamic behavior of uncoupled QS oscillator, we expanded on the delay-differential
equation model presented in (2). In addition to the equations for LuxI (I), AiiA (A), internal
AHL (Hi), external AHL (He), we included AHL substrate (S), consisting of acyl-ACPs and S-
adenosylmethionine (SAM) (7), to account for the slowing down of Hi production while the
number of LuxI molecules is still on the rise. Transcription, translation, and maturation rate of
proteins are combined into a single time-delay parameter τH. Transcriptional activation by the
LuxR and AHL complex (2 of each LuxR and AHL molecules) give delayed production term
P(τH), which depends on the past concentration of internal AHL, Hi(t − τH). We assumed a
constant level of LuxR since it is not tagged for fast degradation and has a large amount of
genetic copies on the plasmid (it is on colE1 twice and p15A once). We used hill coefficient
of 4 in accordance with (8) to account for high AHL cooperativity possibly due to AHL-LuxR
polymerazation. Diffusion of AHL through cell membrane is described by terms proportional
to D, while dilution of external AHL is described by the term proportional to µ. Cell density
parameter d was incorporated into the system to account for the difference in the total cell volume
and media volume. Enzymatic degradation terms proportional to γI and γA describe enzymatic
degradation of LuxI and AiiA respectively through Michaelis-Mentent kinetics. Different values
of kI and kA represent different preferential binding dynamics of LuxI and AiiA to ClpXP.

∂A
∂t

= CAP(τH) − γA(A/kA)
1 + A/kA + I/kI

(1)

∂I
∂t

= CI P(τH) − γI(I/kI)
1 + A/kA + I/kI

(2)

∂Hi

∂t
=

bI(S/kS)
1 + S/kS

− γH A(Hi/kH)
1 + Hi/kH

+ D(He − Hi) (3)

∂He

∂t
= − d

1 − d
D(He − Hi) − µHe (4)

∂S
∂t

= S0 − S − bI(S/kS)
1 + (S/kS)

(5)

P(τH) = α0 + αH(H(t−τH)/h0)4

1+(H(t−τH)/h0)4

Experimentally relevant scaled parameters used with this model are described in Extended Data
Table 1.

NFB oscillator

To describe dynamic behavior of NFB oscillator, we used a single delay-differential equation for
LacI (L) based on (9). Transcription, translation, and maturation of proteins are lumped together
into time-delay parameter τL. Transcriptional inactivation of LacI gives the delayed production
term Q(τL), which depends on the past concentration of LacI, L(t − τL). Enzymatic degradation
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of LacI is described by the term proportional to γL through Michaelis-Mentent kinetics. Parame-
ter C in production expression Q represents the effect of IPTG on the strength of LacI repression.

∂L
∂t

= Q(τL) −
γL(L/kL)
1 + L/kL

(6)

Q(τL) = αL
1+(L(t−τL)/C)2

The dynamics of the above model accounted for most of the experimental results. To resolve
the amplitude increase in the NFB oscillator when coupled to the QS oscillator during the QS
pulse we had to include reporter dynamics with equations for YFP precursor (Yp) and mature
YFP (Ym). These additional equations are not required to explain the QS dynamics in the coupled
system. Experimentally relevant scaled parameters used with this model are shown in Extended
Data Table 1.

∂L
∂t

= Q(τL) −
γL(L/kL)

1 + L/kL + Yp/kL + Yp/kL
(7)

∂Yp

∂t
= Q(τL) −

γL(Yp/kL)
1 + L/kL + Yp/kL + Ym/kL

− Yp (8)

∂Ym

∂t
= Yp −

γL(Ym/kL)
1 + L/kL + Yp/kL + Ym/kL

(9)

Q(τL) = αL
1+(L(t−τL)/C)2

Coupled NFB and QS oscillators

Coupling of the two oscillators was accomplished by increasing the effective "queueing" effect
through CplXP degradation (10). In the uncoupled case, the degradation of the two oscillator
components would be independent, ClpXP

1+QS + ClpXP
1+NFB , while in the coupled scenario, ClpXP

1+QS+NFB ,
the degraded components end up in the same degradation term. To couple NFB and QS oscil-
lators through ClpXP degradation, we added LuxI and AiiA from QS system to the degradation
expressions in NFB system and LacI (L) from NFB system to the degradation expression in QS
system.
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∂A
∂t

= CAP(τH) − γA(A/kA)
1 + A/kA + I/kI + L

(10)

∂I
∂t

= CI P(τH) − γI(I/kI)
1 + A/kA + I/kI + L

(11)

∂Hi

∂t
=

bI(S/kS)
1 + S/kS

− γH A(Hi/kH)
1 + Hi/kH

+ D(He − Hi) (12)

∂He

∂t
= − d

1 − d
D(He − Hi) − µHe (13)

∂S
∂t

= S0 − S − bI(S/kS)
1 + (S/kS)

(14)

∂L
∂t

= Q(τL) −
γL(L/kL)

1 + L/kL + A + I
(15)

P(τH) = α0 + αH(H(t−τH)/h0)4

1+(H(t−τH)/h0)4

Q(τL) = αL
1+(L(t−τL)/C)2

Experimentally relevant scaled parameters used with this model are described in Extended Data
Table 1. We varied the flow µ, IPTG concentration C, and arabinose concentration αL to recapture
many of the experimental findings.

Leader cell wait time shortening

To understand the multicellular dynamics of QS pulse activation we constructed a model with
two identical cells that share external AHL (He). We first considered a QS only system consisting
of two cells with slightly different constitutive production of AiiA and LuxI. In this system, the
slower cell couples to the faster one, suggesting that cells whose QS pulse fires first cause QS
pulse activation in the nearby cells through AHL cell-to-cell communication (Supplementary Fig.
2a). Next we added NFB to cell 1 in a two-cell system, resulting in period shortening of that cell.
As the result, when the two cells were linked through external AHL, the slower cell 2 (without
NFB), coupled to the faster cell 1 (Supplementary Fig. 2b). Consequently, even though NFB
might be out of phase in different cells, the onset of QS pulse in the faster cells can initiate the
propagation of the QS pulse through the rest of the cells in the nearby region. This effect further
reduces cell-cell QS variability, which we see from period variability reduction in a 20-cell model
(Supplementary Fig. 2d). We added noise to constitutive production of AiiA and LuxI proteins
(α0 = 0.6 ± 0.1) of each of the 20 cells and showed period variability reduction in synched vs
unsynched cells (Supplementary Fig. 2e).

QS and H2O2 coupled through queueing

To describe dynamic behavior of QS oscillator in response to H2O2 produced during LuxI fluo-
rescent reporter expression, we added a differential equation describing production and degra-
dation of H2O2 (Vi and Ve) to the QS oscillator delay-differential equation model. We assumed
that the production of H2O2 is dependent on the concentration of LuxI, which is under the same

6
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promoter as the CFP fluorescent protein. Degradation of H2O2 by catalase is proportional to its
concentration. H2O2 affects the QS oscillator in two characteristic ways. First, ArcA, which is
under normal conditions partially represses Lux promoter, is inactivated under oxidizing condi-
tions triggered by H2O2 , relieving Lux repression and increasing LuxI and AiiA production. We
model this phenomenon by adding a multiplier to the production term that is dependent on H2O2

concentration. Second, H2O2 has been shown to reduce ClpXP load, leading to increased rate of
AiiA and LuxI degradation. Again, we model this behavior by adding a multiplier in front of the
degradation term, dependent on H2O2 concentration. Finally, H2O2 can freely diffuse across cell
membrane, which we describe a diffusion term characterized by diffusion parameter DV . Extra-
cellular H2O2 (Ve) can further leave the system with the rate propotional to its concentration.

∂A
∂t

= CAP(αH, τ) − (1 + Vi)
γA(A/kA)

1 + A/kA + I/kI
(16)

∂I
∂t

= CI P(αH, τ) − (1 + Vi)
γI(I/kI)

1 + A/kA + I/kI
(17)

∂Hi

∂t
=

bI(S/kS)
1 + S/kS

− γH A(Hi/kH)
1 + Hi/kH

+ D(He − Hi) (18)

∂He

∂t
= − d

1 − d
D(He − Hi) − µHe (19)

∂S
∂t

= S0 − S − bI(S/kS)
1 + (S/kS)

(20)

∂V
∂t

=
δ(I/CI)
1 + I/CI

− Vi + DV(Ve − Vi) (21)

∂Ve

∂t
=

d
1 − d

DV(Ve − Vi) − µV ∗ Ve (22)

P(τH) = (1 + fpV)(α0 + αH(H(t−τH)/h0)4

1+(H(t−τH)/h0)4 )

H2O2 increases QS period robustness

As we have mentioned before, reduction in inter-pulse duration leads to reduction in period
variability arising from noise. Incorporating H2O2 effects on QS oscillator into our model (see
above) results in several major changes in QS trajectory. First, as expected the amplitude of
QS and the downslope time of QS decrease with addition of H2O2 (Supplementary Fig. 4c).
The result of these two effects also results in shortening of inter-pulse duration, which leads
to more robust QS oscillations (Supplementary Fig. 4d). We simulated the model to obtain
at least 50 period measurement for period CV calculation. The noise was introduced into the
model through addition of a noisy production term (αv = ±0.1) to the delayed production term
P(τH) = αv + (1 + fpV)(α0 + αH(H(t−τH)/h0)4

1+(H(t−τH)/h0)4 ) .
Interestingly, our model shows that individual effects of H2O2 activation of lux promoter and

increase in ClpXP activity result in the increase the CV of the QS period (Supplementary Fig.
4d). With respect to increased ClpXP activity, higher CV is mainly due to the resulting longer
inter-pulse duration (Supplementary Fig. 4c green). Increased lux promoter activity, however,
leads to more variable degradation due to higher pulse amplitude variability. The two countering
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H2O2 effects seem to cancel each other’s variability generating more robust QS oscillations.

Fitting model parameters to experimental results

To fit the NFB period data from experiments we used the following parameter scaling functions
for the LacI production term (Q(τL) = αL

1+(L(t−τL)/C)2 ) to fit IPTG and arabinose (ARA) concentra-
tions:

alphaL ∝ AA + DA
( ARA

CA
)HA

(1+ ARA
CA

)HA

AA = 0.2758, DA = 1.6291, CA = 0.5638, HA = 0.9029

C ∝ AC + DC
( IPTG

CC
)HC

(1+ IPTG
CC

)HC

AC = 0.0968, DC = 60.8510, CC = 8.2451, HC = 0.4334

Similarly we fit the model flow term µ to the experimental flow values using the following
function

µ = Aµµ2 + Bµµ + C

Aµ = 1.2e − 7, Bµ = 0.0022, Cµ = −0.11

Model parameter values

CA = 1 (AiiA copy number); CI = 4 (LuxI copy number); γA = 8 (ClpXP degradation of AiiA);
γI = 8 (ClpXP degradation of LuxI); KA = 1 (AiiA binding affinity to ClpXP); KI = 0.2 (LuxI
binding affinity to ClpXP); α0 = 0.6 (Lux promoter basal production); αH = 3 (Lux promoter AHL
induced production); h0 = 0.1 (AHL promoter binding affinity); τH = 1 (delay in LuxI and AiiA
production); b = 1 (AHL synthesis rate by LuxI); kS = 25 (AHL substrate binding affinity to LuxI) ;
S0 = 50 (basal AHL substrate production); γH = 1 (AHL degradation rate by AiiA); kH = 0.1 (AHL
binding affinity to AiiA); D = 0.8 (AHL diffusion across the membrane); d = 0.1 (cell density); µ

= 0.5 (flow rate); αL = 1 (LacI/YFP production rate); C = 0.0025 (LacI promoter binding affinity);
τL = 0.7 (delay in LacI/YFP production); kL = 0.001 (LacI/YFP binding affinity to ClpXP); γL =
0.05 (ClpXP degradation of LacI/YFP); δ = 1 (H2O2 production due to QS fluorophores); CI =
2 (Michaelis constant); fp = 1.3 (strength of H2O2 activation of LuxI promoter); DV = 8 (H2O2

diffusion across membrane); µV = 0 (extracellular H2O2 dilution)

8
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